
The student organization Digi-Talks seeks
innovative and creative student-volunteer with an interest in digitalisation and
technology.
Digi-Talks consists of a group of committed and engaged students from several
different Danish universities. Through a
wide variety of initiatives, such as hosting
events and offering insights and updates
through our news feature on our website,
and our social medias, we seek to create
awareness about the impact of digitalisation in society and business for university
students.
About the position
As a volunteer member of Digi-Talks,
you have the opportunity to help spread
knowledge about digitization and bridge
the gap students might experience when
going from university to the job market,
by coordinating events at universities such as University of Copenhagen,
Copenhagen Business School, IT-University, and DTU. You will become part of a
social and committed team of fellow student volunteer, whom you will share the
responsibility for both planning Digi-Talks
events and other job tasks.
You will gain experience with a number of
different tasks, including:
Settlement, development and planning of
events
Communication with speakers
Internal coordination in an organization
Updating Digi-Talks social media during
events

What do we expect?
It is important that you are able to meet for
17:00-19:00 each monday, and furthermore
participate in various events throughout the
semester. We expect you to be a team player but still full of ideas you wanna try out
on our professional playground. You might
have to set aside an average of 3-5 hours
per week for your efforts monday included,
although it fluctuates greatly depending on
the frequency of events during a given period. We expect that you can volunteer for
a minimum of half year and that you are a
student at a Danish university in the greater
Copenhagen area.
In return we can offer:
A fun volunteer job where you can combine
your interest in digitalisation and technology
with event coordination
The opportunity to give university students
important knowledge about digitalisation
and technology, and informing them on how
their academic competences can be applied
on the future job market
Becoming a member of a fun, socially active
group of competent and creative students
across several different universities
The opportunity to give university students
important knowledge about digitalisation
and technology, and how their studies can
use these in the future job market
The opportunity to form and influence your
tasks in a professional playground
It sounds great! What do I do now?
Are you interested in being part of Digi-Talks - then send an application and a CV
to apply@digi-talks.dk. We will then invite
you to a personal interview.

